NOTICE OF APPLICATION
FOR ALIEN EMPLOYMENT CERTIFICATION

This notice is provided because of the filing of an application for permanent alien labor certification for the following position:

Assistant Professor - Department of Theater and Dance

Concerned applicants for this position should report to the following University of California, Santa Barbara department/institute office of employment responsible for placing this position: OISS, Student Resource Building, Room 3130

Any person may provide documentary evidence bearing on the application to the attention of the Certifying Officer of the U.S. Department of Labor, Employment & Training Administration, Atlanta National Processing Center, Harris Tower, 233 Peachtree Street, Suite 410, Atlanta, Georgia 30303

The following is a statement of the job duties, requirements and the wage offer:

Duties: Teaches 4 courses during academic year, engages in research in the discipline, and contributes to the department and university on committees or similar service. Instruction involves interacting with, evaluating and grading students.

Requirements: Doctoral degree.

Wage offer: $76,600.00

This notice has been posted in compliance with 20 CFR 656.10(d)(1)(ii), it has been posted in two conspicuous locations for at least 10 consecutive business days and on the usual in-house website for recruitment of such UC Santa Barbara positions.